
AN ANALYSIS OF THE BIRTH OF OUR NATION

Get all the details on The Birth of a Nation: Analysis. Description, analysis, and more, so you can understand the ins and
outs of The Birth of a Nation.

The film Birth of a nation exemplifies ignorance and hate at its worst. Additionally, they organized a mass
demonstration when the film was screened in Boston, and it was banned in three states and several cities. In
contrast, the KKK is portrayed in a heroic light as a healing force restoring order to the chaos and lawlessness
of Reconstruction. It used Kinemacolor and a new sound process, and one reason for this version's failure is
the unwillingness of theater owners to purchase the equipment to show it. The obvious bias presented,
although appalling, demonstrates just how effective Griffith was at utilizing film not with the intention to
merely entertain, but to spread propaganda and affect the perceptions of society itself. Only when the
racialized threat appears are regional differences transcended. This is another strong example of symbolism;
however, even more importantly it foreshadows the coming war. Griffith's models In creating this film,
Griffith essentially invented the concept of the feature motion picture. Tarantino has spoken of his awareness
of filming on actual historical sites where slaves lived, yet nowhere in the film is there the frame-breaking
gesture that suggests a recognition of his own presence in the history that he appropriates. After all, years
before the film Birth of a nation, makers of film employed techniques to evoke pathos from viewers; whether
through the use of a sobbing mother, a frightened child or what have you. The cavalry charges of the K. The
overall subject of the film is the original sin of the proximity of the white and black races. It was attended by
President Wilson , members of his family, and members of his Cabinet. Although it stands for something that
today is looked on as morally wrong, it proves by this very reaction that the film is not just mere
entertainment, but something with a far more serious purpose. To Nicholas Andrew Miller, this shows that
"Griffith's greatest achievement in The Birth of a Nation was that he brought the cinema's capacity for
spectacle Haddock ; producer was George Brennan. The splendid festivities to celebrate the Battle of Bull
Run, intercut with the eerie flare of a bonfire, suggest a dance of death, the bonfire foreshadowing the burning
of Atlanta. The film contributed to the revival of a much stronger, more modern Ku Klux Klan, which had
effectively dissolved in  His tall, strong, good looks helped him win parts, despite his lack of training as an
actor. In this sense, analysis of the black characters in The Birth of a Nation--particularly the few acceptable
black characters appearing in the film--will also provide us with a sense of the origins for the cinematic coding
that would became so prevalent in the history of American film. Its exhibition at the White House was a
courtesy extended to an old acquaintance. Based on the play The Clansman by the Reverend Thomas Dixon, a
Baptist minister in North Carolina, The Birth of a Nation interwove complex narratives with fifteen times as
many shots as the longest films from that era. All around me people sighed and shivered, and now and then
shouted or wept, in their intensity. Theatrical run[ edit ] The first public showing of the film, then called The
Clansman, was on January 1 and 2, , at the Loring Opera House in Riverside, California. In the first part, love
alternates with war; in the second part, love alternates with revenge against the black usurpers. Among these
tools he uses panoramas to illustrate setting, to paint, if you will â€” a moving picture. Production[ edit ] The
birth of The Birth[ edit ] It is little known, but there was an uncompleted, lost version, titled The Clansman.
The challenge for viewers and film historians alike has been how to approach this film that combines such
stunning and innovative artistry with such noxious political and moral ideas. It could have provoked a full and
classic drama about the agonies of slaves in the prewar South, and the full measure of horrific exactions by the
Klan and the decades of Jim Crow. Every man who comes out of the theater is a Southern partisan for life!
Production notes and credits Director and producer: D. This was the substance that transformed film into a
genuine art form. Jane Addams , an American social worker and social reformer, and the founder of Hull
House , voiced her reaction to the film in an interview published by the New York Post on March 13, , just ten
days after the film was released. To present and explore a theme, symbolism is used everywhere in literature.
Dixon, who believed it entirely truthful, attributed this to "Sectionalists", i. As new black powers arise during
Reconstruction, white stability is threatened and these families begin to transcend regional identities and as
they form such groups as the Ku Klux Klan. Another example of his unique style is the use of foreshadowing,
another literary device now commonly employed in film. But it was in Boston, where the film opened in
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April, that Griffith faced the most intense and protracted opposition. The Board approved the film by 15 to 8.
He accomplished this by using numerous virgin film tools, much as an artist uses his own tools to create a
believable painting. Showings of The Birth of a Nation were stopped in only a few states and a handful of
municipalities. Transcendentalizing the material birth pangs of immigrant, industrial America, Griffith
supplied the postbellum United States with its national myth of origins. According to the letter, Wilson had
been "entirely unaware of the character of the play [movie] before it was presented, and has at no time
expressed his approbation of it. Never, before the career of D.


